Kentucky World Language Association

2022 Virtual
World Language Showcase
Saturday, April 16, 2022
9 AM – 2 PM

Join us Online to show what you can do with language!
What does a student do at Showcase?
1. They submit a project and writing sample virtually for judging by
University of Kentucky World Language Faculty by March 26, 2022
2. They receive a speaking proficiency score after having a
conversation online with a judge on the day of Showcase
3. They take part in online language and culture lessons from
University of Kentucky World Language Faculty on the day of
Showcase

What do teachers need to submit by the registration deadline,
Mar 26, 2022?
● The registration fee of $7 per student (up to 10 students)
● A Youtube link to their students’ intercultural projects (product or performance
with a writing sample) for judging prior to the live event

1. What form can the projects take?
The Product or Performance must show interculturality with
the target culture and must be an individual project.
PRODUCTS
Infographic, Website, Artwork, Photography,
Costume, Self-Produced Film, Construction Model
● Products are presentations on history, literature and/or other forms of cultural
expression.
● All projects must demonstrate an understanding of the target culture and
compare the target culture with the student’s own culture that is expressed
through the project and its accompanying writing. The writing should be the
student’s own and should reflect what they can do with language.
● All projects must be submitted via video in 2022. Please preface your video
with your full name, your school name, your teacher’s name, your language of
study, and your writing in the target language. For Spanish projects, please
also indicate whether or not the student is a heritage speaker of the language.
Please show all sides of any physical projects. The work must be the student’s
own work.
● Videos of all projects must be submitted prior to Showcase via YouTube link to
the Showcase director by March 12, 2022. They must be between one (1) and
three (3) minutes long.
PERFORMANCES
Dance, Dramatic Monologue, Vocal or Instrumental Performance
● Performances are based on culturally relevant pieces of music, songs or
literary passages.
● All projects must demonstrate an understanding of the target culture and
compare the target culture with the student’s own culture that is expressed
through the project and its accompanying writing. The writing should be the
student’s own and should reflect what they can do with language.
● Students must submit the music or literary passage along with the written
description of their performance.

● Songs, whether sung or played on a musical instrument MUST be videoed for
judging and linked to YouTube.
●

Singers may sing unaccompanied or with a karaoke-like track. They cannot sing
along with a famous singer.

● Dramatic monologues can be from classic plays, written yourself or a
classic poem.
● Videos of all projects must be submitted prior to Showcase via YouTube link to
the Showcase director by March 26, 2022. They must be between one (1) and
three (3) minutes long.

What can I win?
There are awards for each category and each proficiency level. In all, it is possible to
see 81 award winners per language! (9 categories of projects times 3 awards per
category times 3 proficiency levels!) Heritage speakers of Spanish are judged
separately from those who are learning Spanish as a second language. We offer
awards in Chinese, French, German, Japanese and Spanish non-Heritage and Spanish
Heritage. That makes 486 possible winners in the competition overall!

How will the project be judged?
Judging will take place virtually between the due date of registration and the day of
Showcase. Judging of projects will be completed by University of Kentucky faculty
members. The writing sample that accompanies the project determines the
proficiency category where the student will compete. This is the reason the writing
sample needs to be at the beginning of the digital project submission.
Novice Projects will have a maximum score of 30 points. Intermediate Scores will have
a maximum score of 45 points. Advanced Scores will have a maximum score of 65
points. Any suspected use of translators can lower the writing score associated with
the project at the judges’ discretion and may cause a project to be disqualified.
Please see the scoring rubrics below. The first one is for the project. The second one
is for the writing sample and it fills in the second column of the project rubric.

Rubric for the target-language writing that must accompany the project to fulfill the
interculturality and writing components.

2. What is the interview like?
Each student will be called to talk with one judge in their target language. This
conversation will start out very basic for each student, with questions on different
topics that many world language students have studied. The difficulty of the
language the student uses will determine how the interviewer proceeds. If questions
are generally answered very simply, the judge will keep the question simple to keep
the conversation going at a level that is comfortable for the student. If questions are
answered in a way that is showing more skill, the judge will ask more follow up
questions that vary in difficulty to assess the student’s skill. If a student doesn’t
know the answer to a question, that’s okay! The interviewer will keep looking for
questions they can answer. The main purpose of the conversation is to allow the
student to show what they can do with language!

How is the interview assessed?
The judges for the interview are mostly K-12 world language teachers who have also
brought students to the Showcase event, but may also be university professors or
instructors. They have a short training the morning of the event that reviews
expectations for the judging experience and should come to the event with a good
working knowledge of the ACTFL proficiency levels. This is usually a very positive
experience for students! Please see the scoring rubric on the next page.

3. What are the language and culture sessions like?
The faculty of World Languages at the University of Kentucky have put together short
cultural or language lessons for you! You may be in a class that learns how to
pronounce the Russian alphabet, learns about the original versions of German fairy
tales, or participates in a Chinese tea ceremony! If you have a lesson in the language
you study, the lesson may be taught in that language. Otherwise, the classes are
taught in English or like you are a total beginner student of that language!
Questions? Please contact Showcase Director, Lydia Kohler at showcase@kwla.org

